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Ilana Hospital
The stylish Ilana bedside table with refrigerator is made of very 

durable materials such as solid laminate and aluminium.

The bedside table can be optionally equipped with a dinner tray.

Dimension

02476 | 51 x 47 x height 86 cm
with dinner tray Livia | 67 x 47 x height 86 cm

Options

 - Livia dinner tray.
 - Electronic lock on the drawer.
 - Cylinder lock on the drawer.
 - Gallery.
 - Cases for the telephone holder.
 - Telephone holder.
 - Removable tray with upright edges for the 

tabletop.
 - 4 bumper castors.
 - 4 castors with brakes.
 - Click ‘n’ turn mechanism. 

Materials and finishing

 - Solid laminate.
 - Metal: aluminium & steel.
 - Withstands the common cleaning products. 

For more information about the materials, construction 
and maintenance: please consult our material lists.

Colours

We would like to refer to our extensive colour gamut.
Sample card + samples available on request.

 - The sides are made of 8 mm solid laminate panels 
that are assembled between 4 aluminium corner 
profiles.

 - Metal design handle.
 - Noiseless absorption refrigerator of “Dometic Mini-

cool - Silencio DS 400 BI”.
 - Capacity: 34 litres.
 - The door is finished with HPL.
 - Built-in handle.
 - The position of the handle is accentuated by means of 

a green accent. 
 - Interior lighting with LED and sensor.
 - Spiral cable.

 - An open compartment is accessible from all sides.
 - The drawer can be opened on both sides. It is made 

of steel plate and has 2 solid laminated fronts.
 - The drawer glides on 2 synthetic rails.
 - The drawer is equipped with a removable synthetic 

drawer tray.
 - Aluminium and steel parts are protected by an epoxy-

coating or an anodisation layer.
 - Tabletop with rounded solid laminate corners.
 - 4 design castors Ø 65 mm.

 - Folding.
 - Easy to incline in both directions.
 - The dinner tray has an upright edge.
 - The folding part is fixed on a strong aluminium guiding profile that has been finished with an anodisation layer.
 - The dinner tray is height-adjustable (between 79 and 112 cm) by means of a gas spring.
 - Dimensions of the dinner tray: 63 x 40,5 cm.
 - The gas spring is activated by means of a foot pedal. 
 - The dinner tray is made of fire-retardant ABS.
 - The bedside table stands on 5 design castors Ø 65 mm.
 - The dinner tray can be optionnaly provided with a Click ‘n’ turn mechanism which allows to move the dinner tray 

from one side to the other side of the bedside table. 

Optional dinner tray Livia

One-sided version with refrigerator (storage cabinet with refrigerator,
open compartiment, drawer)

Since Haelvoet continuously aims to make technological progress, Haelvoet reserves the right to modify the product.

Handles

 - Open handle 
 - Closed handle
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